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1. Introduction
J. Milnor [1]
pological manifold
free involution on
Hn(N; Z2)->Hn(N;

has proved the following theorem: Let N be a closed towhich is a mod 2 homology n-sphere, and T be a fixed point
N. Then, for every continuous map f:N-*N
such that /*:
Z2) is not trivial, there exists a point y<=N such that fT(y)

In the present paper, we shall show that this result can be generalized as
follows:
Theorem 1. Let N and M be topologίcal n-manίfolds on each of which
there is given a fixed point free involution T (n^\).
Assume that Nhas the mod
2 homology of the n-sphere. Then, for every continuous map f:N-*M such that
/*: Hn(N; Z2)-+Hn(M; Z2) is not trivial, there exists a point y^N such thatfT(y)
= Tf{y).
Our method is different from Milnor [1], and we shall apply the method
we used in [2] to prove a generalization of Borsuk-Ulam theorem.
REMARK. The theorem is regarded in some sense as a converse of
Corollary 1 of the main theorem in [2].
Throughout this paper, all chain complexes and hence all homology and
cohomology groups will be considered on Z2.

2. The chain map
Let Y be a HausdorfT space on which there is given a fixed point free involution T. Denote by π the cyclic group of order 2 generated by T. We
shall denote by Y* the orbit space of Y, and byp: Y-+Y* the projection. Consider the induced homomorphisms T%\S(Y)->S{Y) and p%\S(Y)-^S(Y^ of
singular complexes. Then a chain map
can be defined by
pi(c) =
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where CG S( YΛ), ? e S( Y). Obviously φ is functorial with respect to equivariant
continuous maps. Therefore φ induces homomorphisms

),

φ*:H*(Y)-*H*(Yt)

of homology and cohomology, which are functorial with respect to equivariant
continuous maps.
As for the homomorphism p*: H*( YΛ)-»i/*( Y) and the cap product, we have

Lemma 1. φ*(α^a) = p*(a)^φ*(a) for
Proof. Let u be a singular cochain of Y*, and c a singular chain of
Take a singular chain c of Y such that p${c)—c. Since

it follows that

This proves the desired lemma.
We have also
Lemma 2. If Y is a closed topological n-manifold, then φ*: HJ^Y*)-^
Hn{Y) sends the {mod 2) fundamental class of Y« to that of Y.
Proof. Let y be any point of Y. Then φ induces a homomorphism φ*:
Jΰ*(Y*, Y*— p(y))-*#*(Y,
Y— {y, T(y)}), and the following commutative
diagram holds:

JI^HH(Y,

γ-{y,τ(9)})

H»(Y, Y-y)
where j ^ (*—1, 2, 3, 4) are induced by the inclusions. If w^Hn{Y^) is the
fundamental class, then]\*(w) is the generator of Hn(Y^ Y«—p{y)). It is easily
seen that ^ o φ * sends the generator of ίfM( Y*, Y«—p(y)) to that of Hn(Y, Y— y).
Therefore j3*φ*(w) is the generator of Hn( Y, Y— y). Consequently φ*(w) is the
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fundamental class of Hn(Y). This completes the proof of Lemma 2.
REMARK, φ is a kind of transfer map.
3. The element &
Let N and M be connected closed topological manifolds, on each of which
there is given a fixed point free involution T. Consider the product manifolds
NxM and Nx M2=Nx Mx M on which π acts without fixed point by
T(y, xy xf) = (T(y)y *', x)

T(y, x) = (T(y), T{x%
V, xy a/eΛf).

Let NxM,

NxM2

It

denote the orbit spaces; these are

It

connected closed topological manifolds.
Define a continuous map d&: NχM->NxM2
by
d'o(y, *) = (y, x, Ά*))
(y^N, jceΛf).

Then d'o induces a continuous map do: NxM->NxM2,
2

hence a homomorphism d'**: H*{NxM)->H*{NxM ).

Let

denote the fundamental class of the manifold NxM

and define

and

τ<=Hm+n(NxM)

to be the element which is the Poincare dual of do*(τ)> where n=dim N, m=
dim M.
Assume now that n^tm and N has the mod 2 homology of the sphere ( n ^ 1).
Consider the space N°° constructed in §5 of [2]. Then it follows from Theorem
6 of [2] that there exists a unique element θ'<=Hm(N°°xM2) such that

m

2

m

2

for the homomorphism /*: H (N°° X M )->H (Nx M ) induced by the inclusion.
It

It

With the notation in [2], we have
Theorem 2.
ff
= P(l, μ)+δ',
where -μ^Hm(M) is the generator, and δ' is a linear combination of elements of
the type P(α, β) with deg a>0, deg β>0. (Compare Theorem 7 in [2].)
Proof.

Consider the orbit space N™ xM of iV°° X M on which π acts by

T(y, χ)=(T(y), T(x)), (y<^N°°, x^M). Then the projection Λ^°° X M->M defines
a fibration g:iV°°xM->MΛ with fibre N°°. Since H*(N°°)=0, it follows that
?*: H*(N°° X Mj^H^MJ)

and in particular

Hn+m(N°°xM)=0.

For the continuous map d'-.N^xM-^N^xM

2

defined similarly to do, the
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following commutative diagram holds:
Hn+m{N x M) - ^ HH+m(Nx M>)
it

it

Hn+m(N~ x M) — ^ ί/rt+w(iV- x M2),
where i are the inclusions.

Hence we have
t*d'Ό*(τ) = rf^'*(τ) = 0.

For the generator λ of Hn+2m(NxM2),

we have

Therefore it follows that
0=z
Let μ(=Hm(M) be the generator, and {aly a2y •••, α/} be a basis of the module
H*(M) such that α ^ l and aι=~μ. Then, with the notations in [2], we have

(see §6 of [2]), and

whereby, hjk^Z2
[2] that

(see Theorem 4 of [2]). Thus it follows from Theorem 4 of
0 = θ'^Pn(μ)

and hence gij=O.
It remains now to prove that hu=\.
diagram:
HH+m(NxM)
•Λ

JΦ*

To do this, we consider the following

- ^ Hn+m(NxM>)

Hm(NxM2)

^ -

it

,,

ft

Φ*

, v ί>*

Hn+m(Nx M) -% Hn+m(Nx M2) ^ ί ^ l
wherep: NxM2—>NxM2

is the projection.

It follows from Lemma 1 that the

diagram is commutative, and from Lemma 2 that
Φ*(τ) = v X μ,
where v^HJN)

is the generator.

Hm(Nx M2),

φ*(λ) =

vXμXμ

Therefore we have
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= p*i*(&)π{v XμXμ).
Consider next the commutative diagram
i*

Hm(N°° x M2)

> Hm(Nx M2)

2

m

2

m

H (N°° x M ) -^-* H (N x M ),
where /> are the projections and / are the inclusions.
ρ*(P((Xj9 cck)) = 1 x<Xjxak+

Since it is obvious that
lxakxaJy

we have
Σι

J k

(

)){y

j 9

Σ

XμXμ)

k

(ajXak+akXaj)),

Jk

where a{ = α,^^/z.
Let Δ*: H*(M)->H*(MxM)
diagonal map. Then we have

denote the homomorphism induced by the

Therefore it holds that
(1X7%Δ*(A*)

=

Thus it follows that

—

/Λ

\/

i^^(~jγ\

^

^ IΊ

Is]

N/ Q

I /7

\/

si

\ \

— Σ hjk{(\ X~μ> djXaky~\-ζ\ Xμ, akx dj

This completes the proof of Theorem 2.
4. Proof of Theorem 1
In what follows we shall prove Theorem 1.
We note first that M may be assumed to be a connected closed topological
manifold.
Consider continuous maps s:N->NxM2
and k:N-^N°°xN2
defined by
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= (y,y,T(y)),(y<=N).
Then, as in the proof of Lemma 4 in [2], we have by Theorem 2
s*φβ = s*i*ψ') = k*(l Xf)*(θ')
=
n

in H (N,).

k*(ίxfγ{P(ί,-μ)+S')

From this and the hypothesis, it follows that
s*(θ'o) = k*P(ί, P),

where ϊ>^Hn(N) is the generator.
We have a commutative diagram
H"(N3)
(1X 1X T)*/
/
k*
H"{N~xN2)
».

Hn(N)

HH(N~ x Λ^2)

H"(ΛΓ

*• 1**

I**

3

where N =NxNxN

3

and Δ: N^-N is the diagonal map. It is easily seen that
P(l, p) = φ*(l x 1 x ΰ).

Therefore we have

= φ*Δ*(l x 1 x T*(p))
= φ*Δ*(lxlχp)

which proves
Put
A'(f) =

{y<EN\fT(y)=Tf(y)}

and
B'(f)=Image of ^ ( Z ) under the projection N^N*.
Then we have the following commutative diagram which is similar to the
diagram in the proof of Lemma 5 in [2]:
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-i->Hn(NxM2)

±
Therefore **(<%)Φθ implies HH{N^ N«-B'(f))*0,
Thus A'(f)^φ and the proof completes.

which shows
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